The dark axion portal is a recently introduced portal between the standard model and the dark sector. It connects both the dark photon and the axion (or axion-like particle) to the photon simultaneously through an anomaly triangle. While the vector portal and the axion portal have been popular venues to search for the dark photon and axion, respectively, the new portal provides new detection channels if they coexist. The dark axion portal is not a result of the simple combination of the two portals, and its value is not determined by the other portal values; it should be tested independently. In this paper, we discuss implications of the new portal for the leptonic g − 2 and B-factories. We provide the model-independent constraints on the axion-photon-dark photon coupling and discuss the sensitivities of the recently activated Belle-II experiment, which will play an important role in testing the new portal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our universe can be divided into two sectors: the visible and the dark. The visible sector of the universe is comprised of the standard model (SM) particles, whose constituents were all identified with the last discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [1, 2] . Just as the SM has various kinds of fermions, gauge bosons, and a scalar boson, the dark sector might also have a rich spectrum of dark fermions, dark gauge bosons, and dark scalar bosons rather than a single dark matter (DM) particle. Although there has been no discovery of the dark sector particles so far, the existence of the dark sector is backed by significant observational evidence of DM [3] .
It is natural to expect that there is a connection between the SM particles and DM particles other than gravity as the typical explanations (freeze-out, freeze-in [4] ) of the dark matter relic density require an interaction between the two sectors. While it is possible the dark sector particles carry the SM weak charges (as in many supersymmetric dark matter models), it may also be very possible they do not carry any charges under the SM gauge symmetries. Even in the latter case, two separate sectors might still be able to communicate with each other if there is a 'portal,' a way to connect the visible sector particles and the dark sector particles through a mixing or a loop-effect.
There have been four popular portals: (i) Vector portal:
(ii) Axion portal:
Gaγγ 4 aF µνF µν , · · · , (iii) Higgs portal: κ|S| 2 H † H, · · · , (iv) Neutrino portal: y N LHN . The constraints on these portals can be found in Refs. [3, 5, 6] . The relic DM can be either a portal particle or a particle coupled to portal particles via hidden interactions (for examples see Refs. [7, 8] ).
The vector portal [9] is a mixing between a SM gauge boson and a dark sector gauge boson (such as dark photon [7] and the dark Z [10] , which is a variant of the dark photon with an axial coupling [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ). The axion portal connects the axion or axion-like particle to a pair of the SM gauge bosons. Recently, it was pointed out that a 'dark axion portal' [18] ) may exist, connecting the dark photon and axion to the SM. The new portal is independent from the vector and axion portals as it arises from a different mechanism.
When a new portal is introduced, it can provide new opportunities to search for dark sector particles [5] . For some of the recent studies using the dark axion portal, see Refs. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Because of the very small couplings between the dark sector and the SM particles, their masses can be much smaller than the typical (electroweak -TeV) scale of new physics. As a matter of fact, most of the studies of the portal focus on the rather light masses as we can see in the dark photon and axion (or axion-like particle) cases. (For some mechanisms to introduce very light particles, see Refs. [24] [25] [26] .) Various studies can be summarized in a similar fashion as in Ref. [27] that show the constraints on the vast parameter space of the portal particle (mass and coupling).
In this paper, we study the implications of the dark axion portal for a roughly MeV -10 GeV scale dark photon, the mass range focused on by the typical intensity frontier new physics [5] . We investigate possible signals of the new portal at the B-factories and use the existing data from the BaBar experiment to constrain the axionphoton-dark photon coupling. We also study the sensitivities of the new Belle-II experiment for both Phase II and Phase III running. Belle-II began data taking in April 2018 with a partially complete detector, and will be one of the major players in the intensity frontier physics over the next decade. We also study the implications for the muon and electron g−2 and determine the constraints on the new coupling from existing measurements.
While we focus on MeV -10 GeV scale physics, much heavier particles can be searched for by energy frontier experiments such as the LHC experiments; much lighter ones may be observed by the cosmic frontier observations such as stellar cooling and supernovae.
The exact nature of the axion-photon-dark photon coupling is model dependent and the predictions may change depending on other related couplings (such as the axionphoton-photon and axion-dark photon-dark photon couplings), but we will treat it in a model-independent way by taking the limit where only axion-photon-dark photon coupling is relevant.
In Sec. II, we briefly discuss the dark axion portal vertex, and elaborate on our parameterization. In Sec. III, we discuss the search channels and constraints for the dark axion portal from the BaBar and Belle-II experiments. In Sec. IV, we discuss the contributions to the electron and muon g − 2 from the new axion-photon-dark photon vertex and obtain constraints from current measurements. In Sec. V, we provide a summary of our study and future directions.
II. DARK AXION PORTAL
The axion portal and the dark axion portal terms [18] can be written as following.
The dark axion and the axion portal are constructed using the anomaly triangle and the actual couplings depend on the details of the model. For instance, in the dark KSVZ axion model introduced in Ref. [18] , the portal couplings are given as
where N C = 3 is the color factor. e (e ) and Q ψ (D ψ ) are the electric (dark) coupling constant and charge of the exotic quarks in the anomaly triangle. f a /P Q Φ is the mass scale of the exotic quarks. z = m u /m d 0.56 is the mass ratio of the u and d quarks. ε is the vector portal coupling which we take to be 0 in our study. While one can consider the coupling in the context of a specific model that can decide the couplings in terms of the model parameters and provide connections among them, we focus on the limit where a model independent treatment makes sense and consider only the G aγγ coupling. Specifically, we take m a m γ and also take the view the model-specific part of the G aγγ such as the electric charge contribution are arranged to make G aγγ small enough to neglect its effect in the analysis we perform in this paper.
We do not claim that the a should be the QCD axion, but take it to an axion-like particle with a mass much
Electron-positron annihilation to on-shell a and γ . Observable at B factories as a monophoton produced through subsequent decay γ → γa.
smaller than that of the γ . The G aγ γ is nonzero, but the on-shell decay process a → γ γ is kinematically forbidden, while the off-shell process would be negligibly small. While the decay a → γγ is allowed, by considering a very small m a , the aforementioned arrangement to minimize G aγγ would ensure the the a is sufficiently longlived to escape the B-factory detectors before its decay and its effect on the lepton g − 2 is suppressed, making the effect of the G aγγ negligible in our analysis. More general cases and their implications will be studied in subsequent works.
III. LIMITS FROM B FACTORIES
A. BaBar
BaBar [28] is an asymmetric electron-positron collider with a 9 GeV electron beam and a 3.1 GeV positron beam for a center of mass energy of 10.5 GeV. The experiment collected an integrated luminosity of over 500 fb −1 [29] between 1999 and 2008, but the monophoton trigger was only implemented for its final running period.
We examine the process e + e − → aγ shown in Fig. 1 , and calculated with FeynCalc [30, 31] to be
2 are the Mandelstam variables. This process can result in the production of a monophoton final state through a subsequent γ → aγ decay, so long as the γ is reasonably prompt. We will assume that m a m γ , 5 secondary decay photons produced through e + e − → a(γ → aγ) for High-Cut energies. The boxed window reflects the imposed High-Cut cos θ * γ range detailed in Table I . Of the 10 6 events initially generated, 1.36 × 10 5 survive both the energy and angle cuts. The bin size for this histogram was chosen to provide a good representation of the angular distribution, but is not relevant to the analysis.
and that the a is sufficiently long-lived to escape the BaBar detector before decaying radiatively. We follow the approach of Ref. [32] in using BaBar's Υ(3S) → γA0 data, where A0 is some invisibly decaying scalar particle [33] 1 . This set of data records the measured center-ofmass energy of detected monophotons, E γ . The data is divided into overlapping Low-Cut and High-Cut E γ domains, where the Low-Cut domain is E γ ∈ [2.2, 3.7] GeV, and the High-Cut domain is E γ ∈ [3.2, 5.5] GeV. See Table I for a summary of the cuts, luminosities and efficiencies.
Samples of 10 6 e + e − → aγ events were generated with CalcHEP 3.6.27 [35, 36] for 45 dark photon masses. The subsequent γ → aγ decays were simulated using an external Python code. As in Ref. [32] , the simulated photons were smeared using a Crystal Ball function (see Ref. [37] ) with n = 1.79, α = 0.811 and σ/(E γ ) = 0.015 × GeV/E γ 3/4 + 0.01. In the absence of a background model, we will place a conservative limit on the coupling constant G aγγ by treating all measured events as signal, and taking the maximum value of G aγγ for which the theory prediction does not exceed the measured number of events in any bin of either the High-or Low-Cut data by more than 2σ.
A sample of the angular distribution of photons produced in the chain e + e − → a(γ → aγ) is shown in Fig. 2 . The events from e + e − → aγ(γ → aγ) could be poten- 
tially relevant, as the primary photon is preferentially emitted along the beam axis while the secondary photon produced through the γ decay has a much broader angular distribution and frequently passes the required monophoton cuts. However, this process possesses a much smaller cross section than pure annihilation (compare the lines shown in Fig. 3 ) and would contribute at a subleading level to the observed monophoton signal. We show the limits obtained by BaBar, using only e + e − → a(γ → aγ), for m a m γ in Fig. 4 . For m γ ≤ 100 MeV, the lifetime can become sufficiently large for relevant values of G aγγ that dark photons begin to escape the detector before they decay, reducing the number of observed monophoton events:
≈ 60 m × 10
This is reflected in a pronounced shoulder in the limit contour as, due to the decline in m γ , the lifetime of the γ becomes of O(1 m), a length comparable in size to the BaBar detector.
B. Belle-II
The Belle-II experiment [39] is the successor to the Belle and BaBar experiments, and has recently begun taking data as part of Phase II of its operations. Phase II aims to record 20 fb −1 of integrated luminosity with a partially completed detector, while Phase III of the experiment will take 50 ab −1 of data with the completed detector and the SuperKEKB particle accelerator. Unlike BaBar, Belle-II will run with a monophoton trigger for the entirety of its run. To estimate the sensitivity of Belle-II to the a-γ-γ vertex, samples of 10 6 e + e − → γγ a events were generated with CalcHEP 3.6.27 [35, 36] for 48 values of m γ chosen so as to smoothly render all features of the contour. Photons were generated through the decay of the γ and the number satisfying the preliminary cuts shown in Ref. [40] were recorded. This preliminary analysis predicted that 300 background events would survive these cuts for 20 fb −1 of data, and we scale this to 7.5 × 10 5 background events for 50 ab −1 .
We show contours for the expected Phase-II and Phase-III luminosities, with 2 √ 300 events for the 20 fb 
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM LEPTON g − 2
The dark axion model introduces the new two-loop contribution to the lepton anomalous magnetic moment shown in Fig. 5 . The change to lepton a = (g − 2)/2 is given by [41, 42] :
where c is a positive free parameter introduced during the renormalization of the a-γ-γ vertex (see App. A for further details), and
While the free parameter c makes the theory unpredictive, both terms that contribute to ∆a are always negative, and conservative limits can be placed on G aγγ by assuming c = 0, as non-zero values of c will only magnify the effect of the dark axion portal contribution and correspondingly improve the limits. The current best measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon come from a muon storage ring at Brookhaven National Laboratory [43] [44] [45] [46] . Their measurement exceeds the theoretically predicted value by 3.5σ [3] ,
The dark axion portal unfortunately exacerbates this disagreement. We place a limit where the SM+dark axion portal increases ∆a µ by 15.2 × 10 −10 , a 5.5σ disagreement. In the future, the E989 collaboration at Fermilab intends to improve on the precision of the current experimental measurement by a factor of three [47] .
The electron anomalous magnetic moment has been determined most accurately through one-electron quantum cyclotron experiments and measurements of the ratio between the Planck constant and the mass of Rubidium-87 [48] [49] [50] . The theory prediction [51] exceeds experimental measurements by approximately 1σ [52] , ∆a e = a e (exp) − a e (SM) = −(1.06 ± 0.82) × 10 −12 .
The dark axion portal can reduce the disagreement between theory and experiment of the electron anomalous magnetic moment. We place a limit where the dark axion portal contribution overcorrects the difference between the SM and experiment, and a e disagrees with the experimentally measured value by more than 2σ. Both this contour and that derived for muon g − 2 are shown in Fig. 4 . While the two-loop contribution from the dark axion portal cannot resolve the muon g − 2 discrepancy (because of the wrong sign), the situation could become nontrivial if we allow for the model-dependent contributions from a-fermion-fermion Yukawa couplings or a-γ-γ coupling (G aγγ ). As studied in Ref. [53] , the combined effect of Bar-Zee one-loop diagrams and light-bylight and vacuum polarization two-loop diagrams might resolve the muon g − 2 discrepancy if sufficiently large coupling strengths are allowed. We will study this more general situation in subsequent works.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We studied implications of the dark axion portal for the lepton g − 2 and B-factories in the m a m γ limit. We focused on the dark photon masses for which Bfactories provide the greatest sensitivity, roughly from 1 MeV to 10 GeV, and we restricted our plotted results to this window in Fig. 4 . BaBar and Belle-II have too little energy to produce an on-shell γ with a mass much larger 10.2 GeV. It is important to consider the lifetime of the γ for m γ below a hundred MeV, as it becomes increasingly likely that the dark photon will escape the detector before decaying in an observable fashion. The mass reach could be extended in both directions by considering off-shell dark photon production through the process e + e − → aγ * → aaγ, though this cross section is suppressed by several orders of magnitude relative to e + e − → aγ . We also investigated the effects on both the muon and electron g − 2 in a conservative manner, though they only imposed meaningful constraints at relatively low masses.
While we have restricted our attention to monophoton searches at asymmetric B-factories, e + e − colliders could potentially probe the scenario in other ways. As mentioned in Ref. [53] in the context of axion-like particles, e + e − → e + e − + aγ is an intriguing channel, with final states ranging from e + e − + missing energy to e + e − + multiple photons depending on the lifetimes of the dark particles, but has yet to see an experimental analysis.
Evidence of γ → aγ conversion may also be found in radiative meson decays, but the rapid decay of the γ complicates the signal for larger values of m γ . For long-lived γ 's, we can compare the limit of Br(π 0 → γνν) < 6 × 10 −4 placed by Ref. [54] to the branching fraction of π 0 → aγγ , a decay with a similar end-state. Unfortunately, this branching fraction is quite small, and the possible limit of G aγγ ∼ > 1 GeV −1 is not competitive with those placed by electron or muon g − 2. For a shortlived γ , the signal would be π 0 → γγ + Missing Energy, which would require a measurement of the invariant mass distribution of the end-state photons. Limits could also be derived by comparing
New photon vacuum polarization diagram that contributes to Π µν (q 2 ) with the introduction of the a-γ-γ vertex. [56] . For much larger masses, one could look to the Higgs decay H → γγ → γγ + Missing Energy.
Future directions of interest involve exploring the implications of a long-lived γ more thoroughly, as past beam dump experiments such as CHARM or E137 (see Ref. [5] for a thorough overview) and planned experiments such as SHiP [57] could be sensitive to monophotons produced through γ → aγ. In the case of very long-lived dark photons, inelastic a or γ scattering inside the detectors of beam dump experiments, fixed target neutrino experiments [58] [59] [60] , or for few MeV masses, reactor neutrino experiments [61, 62] could also be useful search avenues. Missing momentum/energy experiments such as NA64 [63] provide another probe of the parameter space that may be worth consideration. For masses below 1 MeV, constraints from stellar cooling and supernovae become interesting, as both the a and the γ provide potential vectors for additional energy loss [64] , as well as production from the sun [65] . As mentioned in Sec. IV, the dark axion portal introduces a new two-loop contribution (see Fig. 5 ) to the lepton g −2. This contribution is not renormalizable, and we will require additional counter terms to eliminate the new divergences. The first step is to calculate the subdiagram in Fig. 6 , the dark axion portal contribution to the photon vacuum polarization,
The integral in Eq. (A2) is quadratically divergent, and we will need to add an additional quadratically divergent term to the lagrangian to cancel the infinities,
where c is a free parameter, and Λ is some cut-off scale.
The most straightforward approach (and the one we will adopt) would be to set Λ = G aγγ as the cut-off scale, although it is not mandatory.
In this case, the photon propagator should be modified. If we keep all possible interactions and corrections to O(G 2 aγγ ), the quadratic lagrangian for the photon is given by
in the ξ−gauge. This can be rewritten as
up to total divergences. The photon propagator is written as
Note that the propagating part of the propagator can be rewritten as
from which we see that the quartic derivative of the photon field plays the role of the Pauli-Villars regulator, which introduces a 'ghost' with a mass term (cG 2 aγγ ) −1 . In order to prevent the super-luminal propagation of the ghost, we require c > 0.
It is interesting to note that the non-renormalizable term of Eq. (A3) has parallels with the Lee-Wick Standard Model . In this model, by putting the Pauli-Villars regulator as Eq. (A7), the degree of divergence in the loop diagram is reduced. As a result, QED becomes UV finite [66, 67] , and when extended to the SM, the quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass correction is removed [68] . In order to make the theory unitary, the integration contour in the Feynman diagram is modified, at the price of which the causality is violated microscopically [69] [70] [71] .
With the inclusion of the additional counter term, we can write the renormalized form of Π(q 2 ),
where Π R (q 2 ) is finite, and Π (0) = dΠ(q 2 ) dq 2 q 2 =0
.
The expression for Π R (q 2 ) can be found in Eq. (12), as well as its application in calculating electron and muon g − 2.
